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FOUNDER’S MESSAGE

My journey with Kakini has been one of constant 

learning. My earliest experiences of interacting with 
children from underprivileged backgrounds had 
made me realise what immense potential they have. It 
also brought me face-to-face with the challenges they 

face due to the environment in which they live. These 
children need constant encouragement, motivation, 

counseling and moral support. 
 
Our task is not to merely give them support; it is to 
make them believe in themselves and help instil in 
them self-confidence, which is the most important tool 
needed for success.

Once we have managed to give them this most 
important asset, the sky is truly the limit. Our role at 
Kakini is to help the children realise their potential and 
nurture what they already have. We see them emerging 
and growing into leaders. This belief in the skills and 

abilities of the people we work with has been at the 
core of all our programmes. We have seen the dramatic 
transformations that this approach can conjure up. All 
our students have done well at their studies; some have 
enrolled in professional courses, and a few have found 
employment with leading companies.

CDR SANJAY KAUL, FOUNDER
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ABOUT THE TRUST

Kakini, with a motto to “build India—build humanity,” 
embarked on a target to reach out to a large pool 
of children in rural India, specifically from the strife-
torn regions of the country, to provide them access to 
quality education. They are inspired to dream big and 
instilled with a passion to strive relentlessly.

Imparting the right kind of counselling, the children 
are infused with confidence to challenge the best. 
Beginning in 2010 with 45 children, today, the trust 
has enlarged its vision to serve the country in multiple 

dimensions, including education, healthcare, life skills, 
disaster management, etc.

To educate and empower children and youth to 
lead a more dignified life with special emphasis 
on physical, mental and social well-being.

सससससससससससससMISSION

We aim to create a future in which every child 

will be provided with all the necessities that are 

essential for them, irrespective of their social 

background. We aspire for a better future with a 

focus on Nation building while using the resources 

in the best way possible.

VISION
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The Year 2020-2021

ADMISSIONS AND SPONSORING CHILDREN EDUCATION

Kakini’s core area of expertise lies in remedial education, where we deliver targeted academic support to 

weaker students to mainstream them and help rebuild their engagement in school. We help students in their 

admissions in school and for higher education by sponsoring their education.
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COVID WARRIORS
During the pandemic, we did our part by helping people in Delhi and across different locations in India. We 

distributed 2000 Covid-19 kits, which consisted of N-95 masks, face shields, oxymeters, and sanitisers for 

the effected people at Jammu  and Delhi NCR. Around 500 oxygen concentrators were dispatched across 

the country to various organisations for emergency use. Kakini arranged for the supply of over 50 oxygen 

cylinders and flow masks and has also trained people concerning the operation of the same.

The effected families at certain locations in Delhi, NCR and Jammu were supplied with daily meals and 

medicines. Two ambulances with an oxygen cylinder were put into service by Kakini during this crisis. 40,000 

masks were distributed in Delhi, NCR, Jammu, Kashmir and Himachal Pradesh, where our teams were working 

day and night.

The Year 2020-2021
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The Year 2020-2021

BHAJAN SOPORI
Indian Instrumentalist

Pandit Bhajan Sopori was an Indian 
instrumentalist. He was a player of the 
santoor. He was awarded the Sangeet Natak 

Akademi Award in 1992 and the Padma Shri 
in 2004. In 2009 he was honoured with the 
Baba Allaudin Khan Award. 

He was also awarded the M N Mathur award 
in 2011 for his contribution to Indian classical 

music and Jammu and Kashmir State 

lifetime achievement award.
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KAKINI BUILDING HUMANITY

CONTACT US

ADDRESS
N17 PAL Building, Green Park Extension, New Delhi 110016

EMAIL
kbh@kakini.org

MOBILE
+91-8130419130

WEBSITE
www.kakini.org


